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1Spatial plc
(“1Spatial”, the “Group” or the “Company”)

US$0.6m Contract with California’s Office of Emergency Services

1Spatial, (AIM: SPA), a global leader in Location Master Data Management (LMDM) software and solutions, is pleased to announce it has signed a multi-year contract with a new customer, the State of California’s Office of Emergency Services (“CalOES”) in the USA, for 1Spatial’s 1Integrate and 1Data Gateway SaaS offering. The contract has a total value of approximately US$0.6m over two years, with a recurring element of US$0.1m per annum, covering 1Spatial’s innovative technology, implementation and support. 1Spatial’s data validation software will be used to support the State of California’s implementation of the national Next Generation 9-1-1 initiative.

The Next Generation 9-1-1 initiative was set up to improve vital public emergency communications services and runs across the USA and Canada. Serving California, the most populous state in the United States, CalOES takes a proactive approach to addressing threats such as earthquakes, floods, significant wildfires, prolonged drought, public health emergencies, cybersecurity attacks, agricultural and animal disasters, as well as threats to homeland security. 1Integrate and 1Data Gateway will enable the California 9-1-1 Emergency Operations Branch to build a scalable validation platform to ensure incoming data from multiple data providers meets accuracy standards for use in their Next Generation 9-1-1 implementation, improving speed and accuracy of response.

1Spatial’s project is a repeatable solution capable of supporting other States across North America to deliver on their Next Generation targets.

Claire Milverton, CEO of 1Spatial, commented, “We are delighted to be working on this important project with the State of California, which sees our 1Integrate and 1Data Gateway portal form an essential platform to support the implementation of the Next Generation 9-1-1 initiative. The contract illustrates the potential opportunities in North America for 1Spatial to build market share as a leader in complex data management in such an important territory.”
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About 1Spatial plc
1Spatial plc is a global leader in providing Location Master Data Management (LMDM) software and solutions, primarily to the Government, Utilities and Transport sectors. Our global clients include national mapping and land management agencies, utility companies, transportation organisations, government and defence departments.

Today – as location data from smartphones, the Internet of Things and great lakes of commercial Big Data increasingly drive commercial decision-making – our technology drives efficiency and provides organisations with confidence in the data they use.
We unlock the value of location data by bringing together our people, innovative solutions, industry knowledge and our extensive customer base. We are striving to make the world more sustainable, safer and smarter for the future. We believe the answers to achieving these goals are held in data. Our 1Spatial Location Master Data Management (LMDM) platform incorporating our 1Integrate rules engine delivers powerful data solutions and focused business applications on-premise, on-mobile and in the cloud. This ensures data is current, complete, and consistent through the use of automated processes and always based on the highest quality information available.

1Spatial plc is AIM-listed, headquartered in Cambridge, UK, with operations in the UK, Ireland, USA, France, Belgium, Tunisia and Australia. For more information visit www.1spatial.com

About CalOES and the Next Generation 9-1-1 service
The State of California’s Office of Emergency Services is the organization in California responsible for the managing the State’s response to emergencies. California is culturally, ethnically, economically, ecologically, and politically diverse, and maintains the eighth largest economy in the world with around 13 percent of the U.S. gross domestic product. The Next Generation 9-1-1 service provides a modern platform to respond to the multiple threats across the State’s diverse territory, whether they be natural, such as earthquakes and wildfires, or threats to homeland security.